
#JOYOFOTHERSWALK • #SPIRITOFSERVICE

June 8, 2024
McCaslin Park • 27W650 North Ave, West Chicago, IL 60185

Register & Participate
www.bapscharities.org/walkrun2024chicagoil

The BAPS Charities Walk will support various charity activities
throughout the year in 85 cities across North America.

Join us at the BAPS Charities Walk | Run! This annual event is more 
than a gathering; it's a platform to unite for the greater good and 
make a lasting impact. By participating, you're not only embracing a 
healthier lifestyle but also joining a community dedicated to the joy of 
giving and helping others. Your involvement is crucial, and every step 
you take makes a difference. Seize the chance to contribute to a 
brighter, happier world. Register today, bring your friends and family, 

and let's stride towards positive change together!



Event Details

Event: In the Joy of Others 5K Walk | Run
Date & Time: June 8th, 2024 9:00AM - 1:00 PM
Address: 27W650 North Ave, West Chicago, IL 60185 (McCaslin Park)
Parking: Please enter the venue from the Wheaton Church entrance (indicated on the
event map) and park your vehicle at the assigned parking areas (indicated on the event
map). Adhere to the direction of parking volunteers.

Event Schedule

Time Event

09:00 AM Check In & Breakfast

10:00 AM Opening Ceremony & 5K Run Starts

10:30 AM 5K Walk Starts

12:00 PM Lunch

1:00 PM Event Concludes

Participant Gear Pickup

Preferred Option:
Registrants can pick up their participant gear (event shirt and other items) on June 1st
and June 2nd at the Visitor Complex at the BAPS Swaminarayan Mandir, Bartlett. Come
to the event ready to go by wearing your participant gear!

Alternative Option:
On the event day, registrants pick up their participant gear (event shirt and other items)
from 9-10 AM onsite. Be sure to change into the event shirt!

5K Run

The 5K Run will be a timed run. Please refer to the event map for the route and follow
the directions of the event volunteers. Top three run times will receive a trophy after the
event.



Event Map

* Route, venue, date subject to change and will be communicated.
** The 5K course consists of two laps around the highlighted route. Follow the directions
of event volunteers for the flow of the 5K course.

Event Communication Channel

Join our Telegram Broadcast Channel to receive event announcements and details.
Please send any questions or concerns to inthejoyofothers.chicago@gmail.com


